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10.1 Learning Objectives

After reading this chapter, you will be familiar with.
V ; Meaning. Itoure. Concept and Puipose omte^^^
• Different Sources of Literature Review
• Methods arid Techniques of Reviw bf Literature
• DifFiculties in Review of Literature

• Hbw to find out Research Gap

iO.2 Introduction
D  . ^ „ f - rpcearch iourney; which not only enlightens the
eview of literature is at "the heart o already woven by the research community,
searchers with the previous meticu ou ^ future research. The literature

also gap
apprises ,he ossoarcha, "^a. 'S P ^ as assists in designing the road

certams areas where fresh improvemen ^ undertaking that has several facets
3p of researchers' study. The ,, j effectively organizing and preparing from the

°uts«?Tl! '^'"'''"®iTthat%art of the study/thesis/dissertation in which related1 he literature review is tnai y

1. 7'f 1 1 IniveRitv of Petroleum and Energy Studies (UPES), Dehradun.
Assistant Professor in Law (SG) School of Law. Un.vets.ty
gdltaurl7@gmail.com. . ■ ./.^SocialSciences: A PriicticalGnidf, Oxford, BhckwcW, 2006,

^ M Petticrewand H Roberts. R^mews m the
P12.
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Research Methodology
research and theory in the field oFrh<. l
lies in the fact that it is where ties are marf'^'L extensively referred to.' The importance
within these soutces researcher nosiriont l!" source texts drawn from and where
in a written conversation with tesearrh ■ l ̂  tesearch.^ It is the opportunity to en^f
demonstrating that reseatcher has nam^" j i 0"r field while at the same time
to the theotetical background undemi*^'^- ^ ""t^^tstood, analysed and responded
identify the theories and to illustrate th his/her study.'' The literature review assists w
filled. The literature review, therefore s^ '1^ P'^'^^'ous research which needs to be

Writing a literature review is a com I ^ ^ ̂"^ing force for research investigation.steps involved in it.^ It demands of numerous challenging
and integrate arademic work into a meanTnlfif '7 ̂ f'nd. evaluate. cntiq"«Jat the rese^ch gap can be identified ̂  ?K u"'' ^hole in a systematic order so
definitions of renowned authors on the con '^"thor offers an introduction andscussion highlighting the purposes releva^''^ °f "Review of Literature". It is followed by tbe
which will assist the teaders to sLce' '•"d steps involved in literature reviesvs.
Literature Review with the mind how to structure and organize the

Some definitions of the lite

According to Bmce T ■ . 8 Proposed ih effective evaluation o

undertaken. (Bruce, 1994:218)'2 "^^ckgrrund 'mpo^^nt chapter
■  ®nd justification for the res

'• JK Jesson, L Matl,« """"cation cn, '^•"atda C • ,

7. TlT , V ' ■
-A He™,' Publi™. Ltd. L.nd<».

--a. -

'» J Bdl. , ■* a The Cullfotd Pt».. A

- »L7:Education. 19 Early p,. PP 217-29 (1994) P®"cnccs of l '"'"g"mio„, SAGE Pubiicai"""'
' ® ^'^crtation , ■ . .. . ,1... in

Ktiid'

reth"^'

Literature Review", -Studies i"
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According to H M Cooper, A literature review uses as its database reports of primary or
original scholarship, and does not report new primary scholarship itself. The primary reports
used in the literature may be verbal, but in the vast majority of cases reports are written
documents. The types of scholarship may be empirical, theoretical, critical/analytic or
methodological in nature. Second, a literature review seeks to describe, summarise, evaluate,
clarify and/or integrate the content of primary reports. (Cooper, H M,I989)'^

According to Blaxter & others. The purpose of the literature review is to locate the research
project, to form its context or background, and to provide insights into previous work. (Blaxter
etal., 2010:124)"

According to Phillips and Pugh, A literature review should demonstrate a fully professional
grasp of the background theory to your subject. (Phillips and Pugh, 2010:64)

According to Nunan, In a literature review a writer extracts and synthesises the main points,
issues, findings and research methods which emerge from a critical review of the readings.
(Nunan, 1992:217)"

According to Rudestam and Newton, The literature review should be a coherent argument
which leads to the description of a proposed study. (Rudestam and Newton, 2007:63)'"

It is observed from these definitions that the literature review serves several different purposes
and includes a wide range of operations. It is, therefore, not surprising that—particularly at
the beginning—it can seem a daunting challenge. A carefully studied and well-written analysis,
however, can be both an exciting and a satisfying experience.'^ Thus, it can be said that a
literature review consists of an overview, a summary, and an evaluation ("critique") of the
cutrent state of knowledge about a specific area of research.

10.4 The Relevance of Review of Literature

First, a researcher cannot conduct the right analysis of the research issue without having a deep
undetstanding of the research topic and learning ffom the work of other scholars and current
researchers in the area Without being mindful ofwhat is already known, in experienced researchers
may explore a research theme that has formerly been thoroughly discovered, replicate previous
studies unintentionally, or repeat past methodologic^ inaccuracies " Besides writing a strong
lirerature review enables researchers to reveal the intellectual depth*® and scholarship needed for
making independent choices that are part and parcel of conducting any research project.^'

As a researcher begins, ask, "Am I trying to present a position, a thesis, that defines the current
state of knowledge about a topic, or am I using the current knowledge about a topic as the basis

13. HM Cooper, haegratwg Research: A Guide fir Literature Reviews, SAGE Publications, Newbury Park, California.

14 k'siMfrr C Huehcs and M Tight. How to Research. Open University Press. Buckingham. 4ih Edn. 2010).
13. D Nunan Research Methods in Language Learning, C^mbt\Ag,e University Press. Cambridge. 1992. p 31.
'6 KE Rudestam and RR Newton. Sttrviving Your Dissertation: A Comprehensive Guide to Content and Process,

cA/-r-T,Li- • Thousand Oaks. California. 3rd Edn. 2007).SAGE Publications Inc., inousanu -j e. c. j . ca/^c n a,- • . ..

17. D Ridley. The Literature Revieun A Step-hy-Step Guide fir Students, SAGE Publications Ltd. London. 2nd Edn,

18. A Brief Guide to Writing a Literature Review, retrieved from: https://www.smu.ca/webfiles/guidelitreviewbriefpdf
(last accessed in April 2021). d / /-

1 LR Gav GE Mills & Airasian. baucattonat Uesearcn: i^ompetenctes for Analysts and Applications, Upper
Saddle liiver. NJ. Merrill Prentice Hall, 8th Edn. 2006, pp 29^4

20. JW Creswell & VL Piano Clark. Designing and Conducting Mixed Methods Research, SAGE Publications Ltd.Thousand Oaks. California. 2nd Edn. 20n. p 53.
21. H Cooper. Synthesizing Research: A Guide fir Literature Reviews, SAGE Publications Ltd, Thousand Oaks.

California, 3rd Edn. 1998. p 11.
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for arguing a thesis that t^efines a research problem for ftirther study?"" Depending on the
scope of the mv^tigation. htemture reviews have distinct objectives. If the object of the inquiry
IS to argue a position on a subject about the current state of Lwledge, then a Lple iitemturi
review IS performed by the researcher" Whpn rli/> . cl • ,littramre, dien the iesea«i.er conducts a comnliiAS, 'r""8»non » "
fot (htthet anaJysis."The authors Inwtence A Mart "T d tte
objective of the litetatuie teview in the following figutes in a vety stapit manner7

Answers
Idenlifles

Research
Topic

Oiscovers
and

Advocates
Specifies
and

Frames

Research
Interest

T- . . , Literature Reviewer.
The basic analysis of literature Starr 1, •IS the issue for the preliminary report He/she describing a study for inquiry. Th

mtX" Sr on and refin! thisTn^e ° tTn a rTsearc
mSnin^^^^ T'""' '^f^'^'ation. spedS " ̂"7 ^he subject of the stu.  . 8 '"^^'^"■■es scope and frames be studied.

„  5

presents an evirlpnt-.a u j oataloguing pertinpnr i J literature review canvas
of the simple literature^^ • of the present unrl ^'''om this information,the ropic ¥L S :.;T^ d-^-^loS of . °f die topic. The prodt
research interest. Manv ^ statement rh^^^ argues what is known abc
simple literature review" ^ ^^®^arch assignments and question posed by 'masters degree thesis projects requir

-  "" Co

3td Edn. 2016). pp 25^26! SU St ^ Company. C
'/>! to Succtts. Corwin. A SAGE Company. C
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Figure 1.2 The Complex Literature Review^'
A niirooses of the complex literature review for additionalThere are different aims an p P pristine state of information on a topic but also

requirements. Not only do they ^ query that needs original rese^ch.argue how this information leads o6' ^ of awareness about the topic of research m
The researcher first discusses the exi 8 proposes a thesis basecl on these results,
the complex literature review. The becomes the problem or question
identifying a problem for further P j-g'^rawn not only to define the research question
of a new research study." The cone conducting the research. Advanced
but also to frame the appropriate complex literature review as Ae b^is for
master's theses and doctoral dissertations ffo.the research study.^" Therefore, itp^viding .h. background »»7»^^ttX^cnr.
IS dependent on the objective of th of it are- (i) for analysis, it provides

In rhorr, .he pronrinen. polnra on rhc in "U*-nf
a historical background; (ii) 't ° ygrsies, problems and issues ^ ^
is siniated by referring to current c under pin research is included; (iv) it mc u es
discussion of related theories i how words are used in the sense of work; (v) it
sufficient terminology and defmitions » «P^ is expanded or questioned by your
identifies relevant field ̂ search an e supporting evidence for a practic issu
work, or discusses a gap in '"S its importance."
or problem addressed by your study, underlining f

3rd Edn, 2016), pp 25-26. horn- httpsMmmmoniuh.edulrb/graduate rtsea
29. "Iniroduction to literature reviews . April 2021). mmoany. California.

the-thesit/introduction-literature-rtvtews ( Sueceis, Corwin, A SAGE P
30. L A Machi & B T Mc Evoy. Th. Literature Rev.ew. Stx Stept

3rd Edn, 2016, p 25. . u ,i „ nR lones R Pawson, and D Trantie • 2006,31. A Boaz, D Ashby, D Denycr, M Egan, A HarJn. Evidence and Policy. 2(4).
A coimon of fi« •pp.oo'J'" k"" ■ ,,A Londoo. 2nd

32. D Ridley, The Literature Review. A Step-by^tep Out p
edition, 2012, p 37.
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10.5 Myths Related to Review of Literature

It IS equally necessary to stress what a literature review is not, before addressing the steps
involved in the literature review. A literature review is not an annotated bibliography;"
however, it synthesises the sources that relate to basic themes and guiding ideas. The
istinction between an annotated bibliography and a study of litetature is, according
to^elrod and Cooper,3^ similar to the difference between still pictures and a movie.
A IheLn.^rrr"' " ^ meaningful story line."
Rather the chimTlh^ presentation of one's ideas, arguments, and assumptions."
Sr'th L aZot K T ^f.'^holarships accompanied by researchers or theories
of he anaksis oJ?ie n ' ^ ^ At the time
ref rencefth t refl^^^^ f ^"PP°" P^i"' °^iew and ignore
she should be open to acknowledging the value T"' "'"'•ves
compare and contrast different posftions and „ approaches and perspectives,

co„.nb„.„ „ .hi„ki„g

assists to situate the topl^^^thett3y^area•'^ describes words and key concepts used, h
structute for analysis and contrast vi^vs ^fi and sets up a theoretics'
scientists and scholars in the field of researcV recognises significant
research to make it realistic and achievable in ir of'iterature narrows the dilemma o
It. It refines the target of research or even chano^ constraints involve
methodologies and tools that assist to d " subject of our research after studying
assumptions and methods of study. ^sign, categorise and criticise methodologir®

10.6 Sources of Literature Review
^en conducting academic research, the tesearchd-r • f
publication or information source; however it in,-l A to one patticular type
most common sources are summarised below^' " " range of relevant materials. Th^

Divisi'

6th

the Socioli

33. A Bandura, Social Leamino c i
34. SE Efron and R Ravid. NJ. Prentice Hnll .

Guilford Publications Inc N v' ^ Practice! r a tm'''35. RB Axelrod fk CR Cooper! SSi ^ °
36. H Tsou|2 & R Chia (Eds) PI i. Martin. Boston.
37. 'S,.^>3 Regard,.„.„cS,

Thousand Oaks Cali^ //, c39. DN Boote & p Beile "50^'?"'' n" r P H. " Review, SAGE Publ

sal rrr' :
•  ACE Publications Ltd, Londi
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Sr.

No.

1.

Sources

Books: e-Book,

Audio Books,
Text Books,
Special Books
and Reference

Books

Articles in the

Journal

Reports

Relevance of Sources

As a way to start the exploratory journey in and around
the field, the first point of call for all researchers is likely
to start with books. University library bookshelves are lined
with printed books, and it is a practice to access many of
them online as e-books. Many books, such as the Kindle,
the computer created by the multinational online retailer,
Amazon, can be read on a portable eBook reader. Audio
boob have also revolutionised the literature world. Textbooks
include the underlying principles, concepts and hypotheses
of a field that provide material that is widely recognised as
commonly accepted knowledge in that field of science.^
Specialised boob are for a specific theoretical area of a field
of research."' They can include a series of chapters written
by various writers with an overall editor or editorial board
on a specific specialist subject that compiled and checked
the contributions to the book together. Reference boob are
used to locate basic details or meanings, such as dictionaries,
encvclopaedias, and databases. These are likely to be available
in electronic and/or printed format. Both online and on CD
ROM, electronic versions are also available.
journal papers comprise of a series of peer-reviewed scholarly
articles written in a specific field by various scholars or
..rlrioners Each journal has a particular set of purposes

aid a„ audlcMe .ha. is in.ended. bo.h of which are ̂ iaally
iip,cased in each published issue. The process "f
Slies .ha. o.hcr academics o. expe..s .n .he field have
^v^ed and made ,«ommenda.|ons on each pubhshed
Zir.hus ensueing i.s accu.acy. The ideas m crculanon ,n
fdiSpline are included in journals and .he .es. a.e available
online."''

7^';:;;;^ons or government agencies may write reports and
fo. insiance, on an inquiry in.o an mc.den. or

ranre its conclusions and recommendations. Thesecrcumstan , information for writing in the

.  o Pre Dare for the Future: Writing a Literature Review", MISJ Webster and RT Watson, "Analyzing the Past
Quarterly, 26(2), 2002, pp 13-23. „ , pjncational Review. 67(1), 1997, pp 75-104.

3- G Thomas, "What's the Use ofTheory? , Classif.cation of Electronic Commerce Research",
E W T Ngai & F K T Wat, "A Literature Rcv'^

^  Information & Management, 39(5). 2002. Outlets for Information Systems Research:^
K Peffers&TYa, "Identifyingand Evaluating t Applicatmn, 5(1), 2003, pp 63 84.
the Journals". JITTA: journal of Information Tech«^^ Centrality of the Dissertation Literature Review inElfsJ Boote & P Beile, "Scholars Before Researc e 2005, PP^"'^'

l^esearch Preparation", Educational Researc er.
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4.

6.

Theses and

Dissertations

Conference

Proceedings,
Monographs and
Print Media

Websites

The availability of theses and dissertations is helpful to access
the research of other masters and doctoral students by reading
their theses and dissertations. Electronic versions are becoming
niore widely available; for example, KOHA, EthOS is the
Librarys Electronic Thesis Online Service, through which an
increasing number of PhD theses can be accessed. Otherwise,
hard copies of theses and dissertations need to be requested
trom the library where they are held or from a country's central
library in printed form or as a CD/DVD. Some theses and
dissertations may have been published in a more concise form
as either a book or a selection of journal articles. ''
Conference proceedings produce coUections of printed abstracts
^d often published proceedings."" The proceedings consist of a

submitted to the conference. For certain

anH in media journals, specialist trade journals
' important so that a researcher can find our

the genera?""^ interpretations and responses from
piojle imm L '^"""E'pplis/work-in-progres pape" "If
r  ̂ c?nn= niy maK

'P^dalia. Relds, d,e U« may ato
of poom, aoa

Sfeem information. One can find a variety
have to be taken on a'" through websites. Judgement
information accessed.^' £f content of th^
all sources of knn«il a mclusion in the academic writing-
particularly the case ® he carefully analysed and this is
can be placed on rh T mols.''^ This is because information

«. Public.,™. L.d, Lundun, 2.a

Vl AfoW, ft '^.^^"34. ^ ^^ong College Economics Facu0
5>- ;„,heac,d ^ Jo*"" Wiley 8c Sons, New York,

both rhe author and date for <r';;»urce to cue in your Lk "hould be used. As a wcfo"
-belowateho„,epa£l&

53.

•  tjh Publications Ltd. London, 2nd E"
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Search Tools Some cools can be used to initiate the searches and it is important
to spend some time becoming aware of and familiar with the
search options available for the efficient use of these tools as
an essential part of the research process.^'* Broadly speaking,
the search tools available can be divided into the following
categories: catalogues; bibliographical databases; Internet
search engines; open-access databases; professional organisation
web sites; and Google search engines.''''

10.7 An Overview of the Literature Review Development Process: Six Stages

There are six main stages of designing and conducting a literature review.'^ The development
of the literature review is not necessarily a linear technique. Rather, as various parts of the
analysis are interconnected and inform each other, the process is continuous, complex, and
interrelated. Nevertheless, the authors Sara Efrat Efron and Ruth Ravid have established an
easy-to-follow systematic outline of the method that proceeds step-by-step for clarification and
practical reasons. The following section highlights briefly the six steps involved in it.^"

1. Selecting a topic for the literature review: The growth of the literature review
commences by selecting a topic of investigation that is meaningful, relevant and
latest. The topic is further narrowed down or broadened by considering the purpose,
audience, and constraints such as time and access. The focus of research should be
stated as a well-defined question to create a researchable and manageable topic.

2. Discovering literature review sources: After selecting a topic the next step is to
locate sources that will make available updated knowledge and information about
it By identifying appropriate terms and keywords, developing search strategies, and
searching records, a researcher can search appropriate databases in his/her field of
study. Moreover, the maximum benefit can be from tracing references m reviews,
research papers, and books, or by asking colleagues or subject-matter experts for
recommendations. This step also requires careful recording and organisation of the
identified sources and creating a bibliograp y.

3. Analysing and evaluating the literature review sources: The next step after identifying
■  Kv reading each source to decide its importance for analysis

aXhe'rher i. should be included in rhe examinadon. The researchers will rhen
record rhe ropics and P
the research .[| measured in the manner in which it is delivered in
consistency of the s y jhjs evaluation process allows a researcher
compliance with stan credibility of the research sources and the

become a critical reader and assess tn ^ . .. . .to

extent towhS thc informarion offered is trusrworrhy, valid, and logical.

■54.

55.

56.

57.

V  ■ -rllbal Journal Prestige and Supporting Disciplines: A Scientometric StudyCurtis. GI J r„r Infnrmation Systems, 5(2), 2004, nn 29-75.P Ixjwry. D Romans & A Curns. Glo a jou^^ y^jsociation for Information Systems, 5(2), 2004, pp 29-75.
"•Information Systems Journals . Journa Standards for the Information Systems Literature",RM Davison, GJ de Vreede & RO I^er ^
Gommunications of the Association I Practical Guide, The Guilford Press, A Division ofSE Efron and R Ravid. Writing the Uterature ^v.e,v. Aana k Kavia, ^
Guilford Publications, Inc., New York. . P • CLAS-WE approach" that guides the full process
The authors have named the six ste|M ^ j d o-vid Writim the Literature Review: A Practical Giiide^ The
"fvvriting a literature review. See S/ Efron and ^ ̂ ■^^yfrk. 2019, pp G-7.Guilford Press, A Division of Guilford Publications, Inc.. New Yo
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4. Organising and synthesising the literature and building an argument: In this step,
the study of the individual sources is assembled into a well-structured, convincing,
M o istic narrative y the researcher. Starting with a summary of strategies that
helps researchers to organise the literature review around topics and to understand
how they relate and build on each other is critical. It is based on the creation of a

rccZlnfrK 'a convincing way that expresses our point of view." This «
svXrna synchronisation process and the process ofsynthesising the literature for bringing it together into a coherent whole.

r^earcher is aware of his/her voice as a writer. Ethics require to properly reference
and acknowledge all the sources and avoid inrenfinnol j • • i i • ^Additionally, more attention should be oJh r unintentional plagiarism-
well as appropriate citation and referencing styl^"""^ language usage, as

6. Writing, editing, and refining the literature review In rK i l
prepared to write a literatureLiew that will^Kn u 'j
analysis and reveal a detailed understanding „r combine theory and
Implications for research issues Editing . *'^""8 expertise in the field and its
for ,h= complerioa of r^c feSiu"

A mind map IS a useful graphic device for orea ' I, - i ■and defining their boundaries and subdivisions^l"^ ̂  mking around individual major themes
or advanced graphic skills are not needed. The str^ l create, and complex drawings
in its simplicity. Mapping is a technique thar iKcc^"f- ° visual organisation strategy He®
included in the literature review. "Mapping i .f ̂  present the concepts and ideas

Mtting out, on a paper, the geography of research an J 'r'?'- (1998)," "is aboutOrganizirig ,h„ 'geography- visually help, „ "''I"'""?'•>»> hos been riope on a ropK ■
benvecnstu<lyj,d,heorericalcon<a:prualiLr„s^^^^ *= "milariries and relarion*be less mdenr. The picrorial presenrarion is usefh] f '«nds rhat may orhenviK
remembenng rhe hrsrorieal crearion of ideas^^^l!"' rhe various research soumB-

-ay also be^tf »f *onghr or orher caregories.among rhe rheormrcal ideas and rhe resiS ,h '""'"""e '<■ the Lder rhe connirionssreps are rnvolved ,n nrind mapping su'S';;^!' " " 'ho lirerarum review." Fe«
1. circle and in its centre and wri
2. I^i^vv spoke lines leading from nk • from the literature;
3. Jot down a. rhe end of n

4. ht^"do™ (wtr'n-r"
■nod wnhuur elecrronic merhX how^r r "W"8

cw mapping sofhvare, such as

iiC:""^fons. Inc.. ^ ''''""ical Guide Th r -ir d f
■ P a6. • Ihe Guilford Press, A Division of
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F.e Mind.; ucid
mapping with mtormation the
each ot the concepts.'''

10.9 Conclusion r ■ _
I- a vital role in the outcome ot the work

A researcher's mental and emotional state p ays doubtful. As discussed earlier
undertaken."^ If this state is ne^itive. a is an application of a critical-
in this chapter, the procedure lor doing a ite ^ recipe for thinking, it is al.so a
thinking process."" Critical thinking, ''JLinnal state. This mindset or disposition
specific mindset—a particular mental an ^ on an analytical task such as a
tlefines how a researcher chooses to be and to . divided into three types of dispositions:
hteraiure review."'The critical thinkers -jjon identifies its traits and behaviours."

action, and decision ""'""S-5 J^tL disposition, and teflectitan. Each ,>( these
letting a literatute teview is a matter o pro j.:^,(.,hinking process used to comp ere t e
««pts is an essential element of the aPP''^'T'^„„.ute 5view is a systemattc, expltct

Thus, it can be cottchtdcd that a ,y„thesising the extsttng body of
'"<1 reproducible method for identtlytnfr scholars, and ptac..ttone«. The
"mpleted and ntcotded work P'°''""'l L„is come from multiple dimensions of our life,
•Aolatship and research that is the basts "f Sltetnational issues fitness, educa on
iacluding'Lews, current affairs, government P" n A research stttdy bases tts findingsP'rtoloL compaZ finance, law. and scholars. ' Concenttattng on«" a resSchTerw^n the original work of

■gh^lttality original research ""fia" ?n |jj„ rule for w'ning a «v;«ults of the analysis ate accurate n^8 '"^'""^XThis means that
Coherence of thinking & writing understanding of th S. ■ narasraphs are»'he quality of the litLtute teview an^^ly. """3 Jy i a S out"frrative of the researcher is held together ette r L readers.<^'^utly connected, and the ideas flow as clear as possible for the
^^Ponsibility to make the literature review

.  accessed in April 2021).
Wed from:Retrieved from: hnpdhiLeducM^ ,,,essed in AP"' ^ s^GE Company. New York.g- Rerrievedfrom:4s.//«'«'«o«/W/««/' C^^^^^^
U Machi & BT Mc Evoy, Ur Liter,mre Edn. 1998. P 46.

,3 2nd Ed„. 2012. p .31. Publica.ions.»;;j2 ;^^^^^^^^^ SAGE Pubhcauons, Thousand Oaks.
f/ ^ ̂ °oper. Synthesizing Research, ^ DfiMrehArtieletfi" r no nv New YorkER Girden & RI KabacofF. Ev,tln,a»>g Rrsrare" ^ 5^CE Company. New York.
"• S'SS S !:,rr«.y. //V ® """" Ctwin. A SAGE Company. No. V.tk,

" U & BT Ms E™,. V- f ' „„„ „ At/vr. SAGE nabli»ion.. Inc. Olifotaia,

IthEdn, 20l4.p21.


